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Origins of life
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Potential applications

• Summary
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The history of life sciences
• Life on Earth
o
o
o
o
o

Big Bang 13.7 billion years ago
Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago
First life 3.5 – 4.4 billion years ago
Prokaryotes, eukaryotes, mammals
Modern human 200.000 years ago

• Life science discoveries
o
o
o
o

Anatomy ~370 BC (Hippocrates, Aristotle)
1676 discovery of microorganisms (microscope)
1940 – 1950 discovery of chromosomes, dsDNA
Sequenced E. coli, S. cerevisiae, H. sapiens genomes

• Discoveries go hand to hand with methods
o
o

PCR cycler, sequencing, high-throughput
21st century – biology convergence with physics
o

improved sensors, optics, tracers, instrumentation, signal processing,
networks, robots, and compute power for data collection, storage,
analysis, modeling, visualization, and simulations
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The power of genetic variation
Information from >3 billion bp genome
• Clinical diagnostics – bacterial and viral infectious diseases
• Personalized medicine – prescriptions based on patient DNA
• Oncology – diagnostics of various kinds of cancer
• Genetic testing – in pharmagenomics, personalized medicine
• Veterinary diagnostics – animal health and safety
• Industrial diagnostics – food and water safety (GMO)
• Environmental monitoring – earth, water, air for toxins, bacteria
• Bio-infections – real-time monitoring and detection
• Research in pharma/ biotech/ academics
• Forensics – DNA profiling
DNA  RNA  Protein
Other factors to consider:
• Proteome, Epigenome, small RNA
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Worldwide mortality due to infections
2002
rank
N/A

All infectious diseases

1
2

Lower respiratory infections
HIV/AIDS

6.9%
4.9%

4.1 million
0.7 million

1
7

3

Diarrheal diseases

3.2%

3.0 million

2

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12-17

Tuberculosis (TB)
Malaria
Measles
Pertussis
Tetanus
Meningitis
Syphilis
Hepatitis B
Tropical diseases

2.7%
2.2%
1.1%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%

2.7 million
2.0 million
1.1 million
0.36 million
0.15 million
0.25 million
0.19 million
0.93 million
0.53 million

3
4
5
7
12
8
11
6
9, 10, 16-18

Cause of death

Percentage of
Deaths 1993
all deaths
25.9%
16.4 million

1993 rank
32.2%
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Genomic scanning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

23andme
Biophysical
Complete Genomics
deCODE Genetics
deCODEme
DNA Electronics
Helix Health
Navigenics
Pathway Genomics
Personal genome project
TruGenetics

Common features
• Collect DNA sample – saliva, mouth swab, blood
• Extract DNA, multiply, analysis in house or outsourcing
- DNA hybridization (Illumina genotyping, Affymetrix arrays)
- DNA sequencing
• Data extraction – 30.000 genetic markers, 500.000 SNPs
• Data analysis
- Risk analysis for (>200) diseases and traits
- ancestry path
*1000 maternal (mtDNA)
* 250 paternal Y haplogroups
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• Physician-assisted report or extended Internet-based support

DNA sequencing
Procedure
• Stretch DNA
• Determine DNA (AGTC) bases – splitting, synthesis or direct

Companies on the market
• Complete Genomics - target 5000 genomes
• Danaher Motion Co., Polonator - beads on the flow cells
• Electronic Biosciences - got NIH grant
• Helicos Biosciences, Genetic Analysis Platform - using flow cells
• IBM - developing a nanoscale DNA sequencer
• Illumina, Genome Analyzer - flow cells for sequencing-by-synthesis approach
• Ion Torrent - company from founder of 454
• Life Technologies, SOLiD - using flow cells for sequencing (also Sanger, ABI)
• Lightspeed Genomics - got NIH grant
• Oxford Nanopore Technologies - direct electrical identification of DNA
• Pacific Biosciences, Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT) technology
• Roche, Genome Sequencer - water-in-oil PCR emulsion
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• Shimadzu Biotech - DeNOVA, 384 flow channels on a large-scale glass plate

Review of microfluidics
Target applications
•
•
•
•
•

For home tests
Emergency tests
Doctor office or decentralized hospital tests
Water/ agro-food testing
Forensics and military tests

Specimens
• Body fluids
- stool, saliva, sputum, bronchial lavage, drainage fluids (feces,
urine), vaginal and nasal swabs, biopsy tissues, tears, breath
- blood, serum (even better plasma), cerebrospinal, peritoneal,
pericardial and joint fluids, amniotic fluid
• Cells – isolated cells from the fluids
• DNA – virus DNA, gDNA, ssDNA, dsDNA, short or long DNA
• RNA – virus RNA, cellular RNA, short or long RNA
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• Proteins – viral, bacterial, cell wall, cytoplasmic, antibodies

On the slope of enlightenment
Hype Cycle Model (1995)

1990s 1999 early 2000 [2014 – 2019]
Manz publications
Agilent Bioanalyzer

Success stories
• pregnancy test (1978)
• glucose, diabetes test
• ink-jet printer (<60 um)
• hybridization chips
• RainDance
(microdroplets)
• Fluidigm – integrated
fluidic circuit company
• Biosite diagnostics
(Triage system)
• Cellectricon (ion
channel screening)
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Images of realized microfluidics

PTeq - USB Pregnancy Test; glucose monitoring

ink-jet printer (<60 um)

hybridization chips
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RainDance Technologies

Fluidigm Corporation

Biosite diagnostics (Triage system)

Cellectricon

More about microfluidics
Wish list for microfluidics application
• sample preparation - filtration, cell lysis, protein digestion, preconcentration,
labeling, amplification, accumulation
• fluid handling - sample injection, fluid transport, metering, valving, mixing
• separation - active, passive, by H-filter
• detection/ readout - electrochemical, laser excitation, optical methods
• additionally - reagent storage, cell incubation and cell culturing
Future is near – application of microfluidics in medicine, forensics, agriculture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cancer/ other diseases predisposition/ monitoring over life time
Flu season – detection, identification and monitoring the viral infection
Condition monitoring over the time (diabetes, cardiovascular, etc)
Detection of specific molecules in the body and decision when to take medicine
Food testing for the origin or presence of genetically modified organisms
Test livestock for the presence of genetic markers – for desired traits
Environmental pathogen detection
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Forensic analysis (DNA) to solve the crimes or at the immigration

In summary
1. Microfludics rapid development in recent years (e.g. sequencing)
2. Advantages of cheap disposable chips for Point-of-Care diagnostics
o small size - miniaturization (nail size)
o amount of analyte decreased (< 1 ul)
o low cost - reagent, energy (passive capillary force)
o easy to use & portability
o fast answer & automation
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